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F ] FLEX NRG SNOWSHOES 
NEW Meet the latest in ergonomic snowshoe 
technology with a Soft Strike™ zone and a 
biomechanically-designed FLEX Tail™. These 
Tubbs snowshoes are über-comfortable and 
feature an easy entry top closure and curved 
traction rails for no back-slip. Import. Blue | 

Shoe Size (5-11½) up to 190 lbs. | Dimensions 

(22" 3.8 lbs.) | #792001 | $179

E ] ICE QUEEN™ HYDRATION PACK 
NEW Everything you need for a day trip into 
the backcountry fits in this hydration pack 
from Camelbak® Inc. Insulated hose for cold 
weather, woman-specific fit, and multiple 
organization pockets. Import. FABRIC CONTENT: 
NYLON. White/ Light Grey | One Size 

(Dimensions: 18"x10½"x7"; Total Capacity: 

1050 cubic inches) | #791998 | $80

G -J ] POLARTEC ® POWER STRETCH ® SERIES 
NEW For all your extremities and exposed areas, we 
recommend plush, insulating Polartec® Power Stretch® 
to keep you toasty. Smooth outer and brushed back 
inner fabric combine to make these wicking, breathable 
pieces winter essentials. Import. FABRIC CONTENT: POLYESTER/

SPANDEX. Black

G ] POLARTEC ® POWER STRETCH ® SCARF  

has a new longer length and a secure, slotted design 
that holds it in place even on a run. Double-layer 
construction has fleece inner against your skin.  
One Size (Dimensions: 38" x 5½") | #801339 | $29

H ] POLARTEC ® POWER STRETCH ® HEADBAND 
NEW UPDATED FIT has a classic straight fit with stretch 
binding at the edges and a ponytail hole at the back. 
One Size (3" wide) | #801337 | $19

I ] POLARTEC ® POWER STRETCH ® TOUCH  

GLOVES have an updated fit, chi design grippers at 
the palms, turned-out fleece at the cuffs, and special 
conductive fabric at the thumb and index finger for use 
with touch-screen technology. FABRIC CONTENT: GLOVE: POLYESTER/

SPANDEX; CONDUCTIVE FABRIC: NYLON/ELASTIC POLYURETHANE. XS/S, M/L | 

#794191 | $34

J ] POLARTEC ® POWER STRETCH ®  

VISOR BEANIE has the fit of a skullcap with the 
benefits of a more constructed design and an updated 
fit. Sun shading visor at front and ponytail hole at back. 
XS/S, M/L | #801329 | $32
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D ] CRESSIDA AERGON POLES 
NEW These trekking poles from LEKI USA offer height adjustments 
on the fly with easy quick-releases, so they’ll fit you and you can 
loan them out to a much taller friend. Interchangable basket 
system for snowshoe and trekking, lightweight grips, and carbide 
flextip. Import. White | One Size (57") | #792003 | $120

C ] PRINTED BASE CAMP HALF ZIP is sold on page 35. 
#792731 | $69

B ] CASCADA VEST 

Vests are always crowd-pleasers once the 
weather cools for the year because they 
suit a wide range of temperatures. This 
semi-fitted vest makes a great mid-layer 

when it’s cold out there and a perfect outer layer when the weather 
lets up a little. Flattering style lines through the waist and sides, 
stand-up collar with soft fleece inner, two-way front zip with locking 
slider, stretch binding at armholes, two zippered hand pockets,  
and reflective logo. Body length in size medium: 25". Import.  
FABRIC CONTENT: TECH STRETCH (POLYESTER/SPANDEX). Black, Mercury, Raspberry 

(on mdoel) | XXS-XL | #709864 | $59
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A ] K ICKBOOTY™ TECH  

STRETCH PANT 
NEW We 
winterized our 
Kickbooty™ fit 
with Tech 

Stretch to give you a thermal-weight 
option in this flattering fit for all your 
outdoor winter training workouts. With 
a wide elastic waistband, this pant is 
fitted through the waist and hips, and 
opens to a flare leg. Lined, gusseted 
crotch and internal key pocket. 
Inseam: Regular: 31½"; Petite: 28½"; 
Tall: 34½". Import. FABRIC CONTENVT: TECH 

STRETCH (POLYESTER/SPANDEX). Black (on model), 

Aubergine, Asphalt | XXS-XL, 1X-2X, 

XXSP-LP, ST-XLT | #790992 | $89
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ATHLETA CATALOG SPREADS - Holiday Treatment System & Layout 


